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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the problem. 
The purpose of this study is to construct a Study Guide, 
for the teaching of music reading in the elementary grades, 
through the use of the "fixed do" system. 
Two prominent systems of solmization in use today. 
There are various systems of designating the degr ees of 
the scale, not by let t ers, but by syllables. The syllables 
commonly in use today are: do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si (ti). 
At present there are two current methods of applying these 
syllables to the scale degrees, lmown as "fixed do" and 
"movable do 11 • 
In the ''fixed do 11 system, the syllables are appli ed to 
"fixed" notes, i.e., to those of the C major scale, do C; 
re D; etc. Therefore, F, G, A, in F major would be fa, so:J.,, 
la, or D, E, F# , in D major would be re, mi, fa, etc. This 
system is, of course, essentially identical with the current 
system of tone letters, as there is an exact and unchangeable 
correspondence between the letters c, D, E, and the syllables 
do , re, mi. The syllables have, however, more advantage s as 
they lend thems elves better for singing purposes (Solfege) and 
they have more 11 individuality 11 • 
In the "movable do H_ system, the syllables are appl i cable 
...!... 
to any major scale, so that do, re, mi, etc., denote, tonic, 
supertonic, mediant, etc. Thus, D, E, F# in D major would be 
do, re, mi, and likewise F, G, A in F major would also be 
do, re, mi. This holds true for all the keys through seven 
sharps and flats. 
When using the "movable do" system, the syll able names 
are changed when a sharp or flat alteration appears before 
a note • Vlhenever a sharp occurs the first letter of the 
syllable is retained and the letter i is added, thus, do 
sharp (#) is pronounced di (dee) and is sung a half step 
higher than do. Similiarly re becomes ri, fa becomes fi, and 
so on through the remaining syllables. Mi and ti sharp seldom 
appear as alterations (accidentals) in music and when they oo 
it is almost always in a modulatory passage in which case the 
syllables for the new key are used, i.e., if modulating from 
G to C# major, a B sharp (mi sharp in G major) would be t ,i 
of the new key and the C# would consequently be do. In the 
case of flat alterations the first letter is retained and the 
letter ~ is added, thus la flat would be pronounced le (long 
a sound - lay) 1 sol ·.: is pronounced se, etc. Since the syllable 
re already has the letter ~ in it, the letter a is added 
instead and it is pronounced rah. 
The 11movable do 11 system, introduced in this country by 
Lowell Mason, and the "fixed do" (which is generally call.ed 
the French or Italian "fixed do", as it has been in constant 
use in these countries since Guido of Arezzo) are the two 
L 
prominent methods used by music teachers in the United States. 
A few teachers do use letter names or numbers only, but as 
was previously mentioned, the syllables are more singable, 
flexible, and allow for greater speed in aural recitation. 
There are various other systems such as the "tone rr color 
type, which associates different colors vdth the notes of the 
staff, but which the writer feels need not be discussed as 
they are considered inferior to the systems mentioned in this 
study and are used very l±tt~e and by only a few teachers. 
Histort:·of ' .. the two systems. 
The use of syllables for the designation of tones is 
very old. The Chinese had such a system, and tone-syllables 
are still used in Hindu music. The ancient Greeks employed 
the syllables, tah, ta, toh, teh, for the tones of the des-
cending tetrachord (e.g., a, g, f, e). The inventor of the 
modern system of solmization (term for designating the degrees 
of the scale py syllables) was Guido of Arezzo (980-1050). 
Guido used the syllables, ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, as movabxe 
names, to be used with the hexachord on G (G A B•C DE), on 
C ( C D E*F G A), and on F (F G A-B flat C D; the hyphen in-
dicates the semi tone or half step mi-fa.) The name solmiza-
tion is derived from the combination sol-mi which, however, 
denotes properly speaking, not so much the Guidonian syllables 
as such, but the h1mc.o:in.1:.tant principle of mutation (change 
fonn one hexachord to another). It is interesting to note that 
the Guidonian syllables were also used as the basis of a 
11:f'ixed do" terminology, that is, in the compound terms c-:ra-ut, 
D-sol-re, etc. 
Guido's system remained about the same until about 1600, 
when the French musicians, who were using the Guidonian syll-
ables in a 11 :f'ixed 11 position, ut :for c, added the syllable si, 
in order to complete the octave (probably derived from the 
last words s-ancte I-oannes of' Guido's hymn). Around 1650 the 
rather unsingable syllable ~: .. ut was replaced by the syllable 
do. y 
Various attempts were made to introduce new systems., al-
though the syllables have remained quite the same. Most of' the 
countries in Europe today use the ":fixed do 11 system. Scholes 
writes: 
"Roughly speaking, the British 
Empire and the Un~ted States now 
use movable doh systems and the 
continental European countries 
(and countries originally coloniz-
ed :from them) :fixed doh systems .• 11 y 
Attempts a.t re:f'orm have been made in England where the 
Tonic Sol-fa system was perf ected about 1840 by John Curwen, 
who oddly enough, was not a musician, but a clergymen. '.L1b.is 
, system has also become known in Germany where it is called 
·fonika-Do. Tonic Sol-fa is a system o:r "movable do" {which 
y .. . 
y .. . 
Apel, Willi ••• Harvard Dictionary of' Music, 
Harvard University Press, 1947, p. 690. 
S.choles, Percy ••• ~ Oxford Companion to Music, 
Oxford University Press, 1938, p. 866. 
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has been described in brief form earlier). It was from this 
particular system of 'l'onic Sol-fa that Lowell Mason derived 
the present system of "movable do 11 that is kno\m and used in 
the United States today• 
Justification 
There is constant disagreement between believer's of the 
"fixed do 11 and "movable do" systems~ , and as far as the writer 
has been able to discover at this point, there has been little 
or no definite experimentation between the two systems in re-
gard to their perspective values in the public school. Pro-
fessor ~·rancis Findlay of Boston University, carried on an 
experiment in the public schools of Iwtanchester, New Hampshir~, 
in 1919-1920, a resume of which is contained in t his thesis. 
Professor Findlay's study has been open to criticism because 
of the fact that it was conducted during only one school 
year, due to the fact that Professor Findlay accepted a pos:ition 
in : ·the city of Bos.ton,Mass., and was therefore unable to co~ 
tinue the study. It is Mr. F~dlay 1 s opinion, however, that 
in view of the fact that he obtained good results in a short 
period of time it is possible that even better results might 
be observed if the experiment were carried on for a longer 
period of time. 
The believer's of the ttmovable do" system maint ain that 
the "movable do 11 is an easier method for children in the 
schools. They state that the advantage in the umovable do" 
5 
plan is the fact that the same combination of syllables is 
always associated with the same pitch relationships, even 
though the actual pitches are different. Do-mi-sol always 
means a major triad on the tonic, for example; and whether the 
pitches happen to be C-E-G or E Flat-G-B Flat or D-F#-A is of 
comparatively little significance. 
We therefore can assume fromi~. t:h:is: that the "movable do 11 
system is a tonality system and its use is restricted to read- 1 
ing tonality music only. Gehrkens states: 
11The "movable do 11 s.ys tem is frankly 
a tonality system ana is therefore 
suitable for reading tonality music 
only. In using "fixed do" no syllable 
is exalted above the others, each in 
turn bei~& used to designate the 
tonic. 11 y 
Teachers using the "movable do u s.ystem assert that it is 
an easier scheme for a person with only a moderately good 
musical ear. They also say that since in the public schools 
it is necessary to teach all children - the dull as well as 
the bright - and since most of these children never encounter 
a.rry other than simple tonality music anyway, the 11movable do" 
system is better for use in the schools. 
In contrast to this are those rm.1sic teachers who believe 
in the "fixed dou system of solmization. Those people who 
favor the "fixed don system contend that persons who learn to 
read music by means of it are much better able to find the 
y ... Gehrkens, Karl w., Music In The Grade Schools, 
c. c. Birchard & Co., 1949, p:-175. 
II 
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pitches represented by the notes, irrespective of key, chromati~ 
cism, or atonality. 
Believer's if nfixed do 11 state that although many music 
teachers feel that a child either has the ability of absolute 
pitch or does not have it at all and that it existes in the 
native ability of a person, psychologists and scientists have 
since offered facts to disprove this belief. Mr. Mursell 
says: 
"In spite of technical defects in 
some of the experimental work, 
the cumulative evidence leaves 
no doubt whatever that absolute 
pitch ability can be acquired, 
and that it can be improved by 
training. 11 y 
He further states: 
11thus, Gough, gave ninety-three 
college students a few short 
practices each week for eight 
weeks, and found a marked though 
irregular reduction in the number 
of errors and an increase in the 
number of correct judgements of the 
pitch of piano and violin tones 
and of the fundamentals of tonic 
chords. A year later most of the 
improvements had been retained. 11 y 
Present day psycho~ogists are intensely interested in 
this phase of tonal memory and there appears to be more and 
more experimentation with this subject. In another of Mursell's 
y ... rt1ursell, James, The Psychology of Music, 
Silver, Burdett c o., 1951, p. 135. y ... Mursell, James, loc • .£!!•, p. 136. 
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books he states: 
"Especially conclusive is the 
fact that it is found possible 
to train musically non-selected 
groups, such as college students, 
toward absolute pitch apprehention, 
and that most persons improve under 
training • . And now we recognize 
that here c.~ is an ability shared to 
some extent by most people, and 
perhaps by all who are capable 
of musical achievement. n !J 
In his experiment, Professor Bindlay combined the use 
of numbers with the 11 fixed 11 syllables for the purpose of teach-
ing relative pitch while developing absolute pitch memory. 
In this case the numbers are thought of as degrees of the 
scale, 
Many of the teachers contacted by the writer, who make 
use of this particular system of numbers and 11fixedt1 syllables, 
claimed that it aided them when teaching chords and also while 
impressing the relationship of sounds to a key centre the 
approach to absolute pitch is made possible. Trotter states: 
uBut at the present time pitch 
is becoming uniform throughout 
most countries. While it is un-
doubtedly right to impress the 
relationship of sounds to the 
key centre, it is most useful to 
accustom pupils to realize the 
absolute pitch of each sound, so 
that they may be able to name 
sounds when heard without any 
relation to other sounds.In much 
music - particularly in modern 
music - there is no definite key 
y .... Mursell, James, Principles of Musical Education, 
Macmillan Co., 1927, p. 19. 
.a 
centre, or the tonality is so 
vague and is so often changed 
that it is difficult to appre-
ciate the relationship between 
the various sounds.In such cases 
the sense of absolute pitch is 
most useful; indeed,at all times 
this sense is of great assistance. 
Now the feeling for pitch is a 
s pecies of musical memory, and, 
like all o t h er memory activities, 
varies considerably in different 
persons. Some children remember 
the pitch of sounds with ease; 
with others it takes longer to 
associate the name with the pitch. 
But ~t is possible, with all normal 
children, to impress the pitch of 
the notes in common use, provided 
the name of the note is always 
connected with the sound. Thus 
we can arrive at another principle 
for our teaching f 
Fourteenth rrinciple 
'l'he absolute, as well as the re-
lative, pitch of musical sounds 
should be impressed. 11 y 
Music teachers that advoc ate "fixed do ; t state also that 
the method h as a more reasonable approach to the child and 
the classroom teacher. Onerheim states: 
"Unchanging facts are more logical 
to the children. In this system 
(fixed do) the syllables do not 
change with key signature as in 
"Movable do", and it is certainly 
much simpler for the child to under-
stand that in the treble clef la 
is always in the second space,-sol 
is always on the second line a~ 
so on, rather then that in the key 
of C major la is in the second 
1f ... Trotter, T. H. Y., The Making of Musicians, 
E. c. Schirmer Music Co., pp. 48, 49. 
space while in the key of D 
major la is on the third line. 11 y 
Teachers using ·'fixed do n argue also that any child, who 
is going to study music, must understand the staff notation • 
.Lt holds the field throughout :: .. the civilized world, and, what-
ever its defects may be, it is nevertheless the only system 
that has proved to be at all adequate. 'l'his opinion conforms 
to a great extent with Trotter's, who says: 
11There is no use in beginning with 
the sol-fa system and passing on 
to staff notation. 'l'here is really 
no difficulty in learning the staff 
notation, and the relationship of 
sounds can be easily learnt. The 
sol-fa notation, by making all keys 
ali ke, provides a short cut, which, 
however specious it may appear, ends 
by confusing matters, and is apt to 
destroy the feeling for absolute 
pitch, which is of such value. 11 y 
Teachers who favor the use of 11 fixed do" in schools are 
of the opinion that a background of the system is of a great.er 
value to the student engaged in instrumental study, where the 
problems of modulation, counterpoint, etc., are prominent. 
They go further to say that although these problems are not 
as important to a vocalist they nevertheless should be of con-
cern to anyone connected with music in anY'vay. Scholes says: 
y . .. 
y ... 
11Movable do" methods have, from 
the singer's point of view, only 
one key. On the other hand, they 
may break down if the present 
Onerheim, Luther, Pitch riames ~or Elementary Music 
Reading,Unpub. Masters Thesis, 1941, New England 
Conservatory Library, p. 25. 
Trotter, T. H. Y., ~· £!!., p. 69. 
J. C. 
trend of composition towards key-
less music continues, in which 
case fixed-doh methods may become 
necessary. 11 y 
Many of the music teachers using "fixed do 11 nin this 
country have been trained in foreign countries where t h is system 
is used excusively. Onerheim writes: 
nFixed do is a. system which has 
been used thus far almost exclusively 
in Europe and Latin America, although 
many American instrumentalists and 
professional musicians who have been 
trained in foreign conservatories 
use the method. tt y 
These teachers feel that the time tested methods of some of 
our foreign neighbors have been underestimated and by-passed. 
Davison feels that: 
"Indeed, our persistent ignoring of the 
experience of older nations has deceiv-
ed us into thinking that we may devise 
our own exclusive traditions of music 
teaching. 'ihis is not entirely repre-
hensible, because without experiment 
no progress is possible, but in Americ a. 
we alter both the substance and the 
name of accepted educational formulae, 
never caring, in our self-satisfaction, 
whether or not the rest of the world 
understands what we are talking about. 
We take an academic degree, which, with 
its foreign equivalents, has long stood 
for general cultivation, mental training, 
and the requirements of logic in its 
operation, and include in the preparation 
for it subjects like, swimming, cheer-
leading, singing and trombone playing. 
Because under one of our systems of 
musical nomenclature the altered fifth 
1( ..• Scholes, Percy,_££.£!!., p. 866. 
gj •.• Onerheim, Luther,~· cit., p. 24. 
_ .. ,. 
of the scale is called 11si", we 
change the commonly accepted name 
of the seventh note of the scale 
from "si 11 to "ti", although that 
note has been 11 si" for centuries 
and will probably always be "si 11 
elsewhere in the world. 11 !/ 
The purpose of this study is, as has been mentioned 
previously, to construct a Study Guide to teach cnildren of 
the elementary level music reading. Upon studying the results 
of teachers in the field, the writer has decided to make use 
of the "fixed do" system of solmization in this Study Guide. 
It is also the intention of the writer to someday use 
the study Guide in the completion of a controlled experiment 
on the comparison of 11 fixed do" and ''movable do ~1 in public 
school music, with the hopes of perhaps offering an improved 
method for teaching music reading in the grades. 
1/••• Davison, A. T•, Music Education in America, 
Harper oros., Pub., 1926, pp. 16, 17. 
CHAPTER II 
AIMS ~~D OBJECTIVES 
111reaching has been defined as t .he guid-
ance oi' learning. This indeed is the only 
way to think of it intelligently and 
constructively. Music teaching simply 
means creating and maintaining a situa~ 
tion where musical learning can take 
place. 11 y 
It is the task of the music educator, whatever his position 
may be, to work out a constructive program with certain basic 
principles, and to secure the cooperation requireu to lliaKe it 
effective. Mursell presents two general points to go along 
with this: 
n(a) Music teaching inthe schools is 
a cooperative venture. This involves 
the danger of divided responsibility. 
If things go wrong it is relatively 
easy to 11 pass the buck." But everyone 
interested in music education, and 
particularly the working supervisor, 
should see that though responsibility 
be divided, it nevertheless existes. 
A unitary task is to be performed. 
Learning is to be guided. The essential 
thing is to build a working organization 
which will really take uare of the<!_::· 
situation. 
(b) Music teaching in the schools 
means a gre.at deal more than the 
classroom contact between the teacher 
and the class. This of course is the 
essential focus. But no individual 
teacher can possibly cope with bad 
y ... Mursell, James, The Psychology of School Music Teaching, 
Silver, Burdett & Co., 1935, p. 85. 
conditions in the school or the 
system as a whole. Everyone who 
has anything to do with the plan 
of music instruction, must under-
stand its purposes well enough to 
be able to do his or her share in 
making the whole scheme as effect.ive 
as possible. 
For these reasons it seems very 
desirab!:e to approach the problem 
of teaching music from a broad view-
point. We have a favorable situation 
in music education when all the con-
ditions favor the carrying on of the 
three kinds of musical projects -
listening, performing, and creating -
through which musical development 
takes place. 11 y 
Today, music educators refer to these musical projects 
which Mursell mentions, as areas of musical experience, and 
have included a fourth project, that of rhythmic responses. 
Thus we may say that a good,well-rounded, music pro-
gram should include the four areas of musical experience, 
namely; performance, rhytbmic responses, listening, and creat-
ive activities. There are various sub-areas which are a part 
of these main topics, but for the purpose of this study they 
need not be mentioned. 
The writer fully agrees· with this philosophy as a criteria 
for a musical program of the utmost value both to the .student 
and the music educator, before and after graduation. It is 
with this thought in mind that the completion of a thesis of 
this type has been undertaken. 
1/, .. Mursell, James, £2• cit., p. 85, 86. 
At this point, however, there is need for delimitation, 
and for practical purposes, this Study Guide has been construct.-
ed to make use of two of the areas of musical experience,these 
being the areas of performance (with the sole emphasis on 
singing) and rhythmic response. The writer has chosen these 
two areas because they require only that amount of material 
and equipment which is available in the·:an~.jori:Py of schools, ! 
and they appear to be the more v.aiuabie : of the four areas. 
:Mursell states: 
11 (a) Singing, which is the core 
activity as far as the end of the 
sixth grade. We shall see .later 
that this is much more than an 
administrative convenience. It. is 
psychologically and educationally 
desirable, for almost al l other 
types of musical activity have a 
natural basis in song." y 
Trotter states: 
11 Every . child is a rhythmist by 
nature. His whole consciousness 
is rhythmically disposed, and it 
is by rhythmic motion that he ex-
presses his feelings. Moreover, 
all music is based on rhythmic 
foundation. As we have seen, it is 
the position of notes in the 
rhythmic scheme that give tunes 
their meaning. It followw that 
all educat.ion in music should 
begin by impressing the feeling 
for rhythm. 11 gj 
y ... Mursell, James, 212.• cit:., p. 87. 
y ... Trotter, T. H. Y., op. cit.., pp • . 60, 61. 
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We must use a course of study which allows the student 
to engage actively in the progrrum.Every piece of musical 
lea~ing should be presented to, and undertaken by the class 
as an appealing project. W:tthout it learning simply will not 
take place, no matter how much rQte, or mechanical r~pit1tian 
we may have. Mursell states: 
11 ( a) The will to learn, aroused at 
the outset, sharpens up the whole 
analytic or study phase of learn-
ing. Suppose we have a class which 
urgently wants to learn a song. 
This desire operates to make them 
follow keenly every suggestion we 
give them l .eading to improvement. 
It is relatively easy to get them 
to attend to tone quality, to the 
phrase units, to the melodic curve, 
to the rhythmic pattern, and to the 
indications for nuance. This whole 
study phase functions· far more thorough-
ly and efficiently than if they have 
the attitude that here is just another 
song. 
(b) The will to learn tends to pro-
duce annoyance with failure. rf the 
student does not care whether he ever L/'<·.:: · 
gets the song right, he will not be 
greatly worried if he gets parts of 
it wrong. Now it is far better to 
have a situation where the pupil is 
annoyed at the mistakes he makes, 
and at those made by others, than to 
correct errors made by ap~thetic 
learners. Such then are the concrete 
results of a strong will to learn. 
Thus we are reminded that the 
vital thing in music education is 
not to work out a carefully graded 
scheme of habit building, but to 
create musically worthwhile situa-
tions in which the pupils can 
actively participate." y 
!f ... Mursell, James, ~· cit., pp.61, 62. 
Therefore we might safely say that both the performance 
area and rhythmic re_sponses are direct components of this 
type of desired situation. 
'i:o produce the situations that have been discussed up to 
thi s point, we must have objectives upon which to set our 
sights. uust as the motorist who is planning a trip sets his 
objectives, we in music must do likewise. On the case of the 
\ 
motorist, f or ex&~ple, if he is planning a trip to Los Angeles, 
valifornia, and is leaving from New York, his main objective 
quite n aturally is Los Angeles. If he is a sensible driver, 
he will plan other objec tives along the line, to be reached by 
the end of each day, or by so many hours driving, or perhaps 
some other plan. In either case it must be definite and plann-
ea , or it will not be practible and worthwhile. ~n music, the 
music teacher also has a main objective, upon which lies the 
successful completion of smaller objectives along the way. 
The main objective of t his Study Guid e is~ to equip the 
student, upon completion of the sixth grade, first, with a 
lmowledge of many songs that will ofi 'er enjoyment, a desi r e 
for learning , ana. a love for good music. Thesre would include 
rote songs, songs learned from music books in school, or any 
other music that may b e used b y the child that is of value. 
Secondly, a knowledge of music which vdll make it possible 
for the student to read and sing, with ease, any songs of 
typical sixth grade material. 
To attain these objectives a child must develop various 
l7 
I 
,, 
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techniques and skills, ear-training, an understanding of var-
ious rhythms, and some degree of musical theory. Risk states: 
"Learning is the acquisition of know-
ledge, abiliti es, habits, and skills; 
or, learning is acquiring the ability 
to do something that one could not 
have done before. 11 !/ 
The writer feels the following are needed b"y the student, 
these are the smaller objectives which must be developed from 
the first to the sixth grade, in order to make the main ob-
jective possible. They are learned by use of the various de-
vices that are contained in this Study Guide' 
(a) A knowledge of the s.yllables, to the extent that the 
student is able to sing the scales of G, B, D, F, B flat, 
E flat, A flat, and C, with numbers and syllables, and is able 
also to correlate the syllable, as it appears on the staff, 
with the correct pitch to enable him to sing a written melodic 
line correctly. 
(b) A knowledge of the staff and the G clef, e~d their 
uses. Also the purpose and use of leger lines. 
(c) A knowledge of the value of notes and rests in simple 
and compound time. Namely; the whole, half, quarter, eighth, 
and sixteenth notes and rests. Also the value of a dot after 
a note. 
(d) A knowledge of the scales of G, B, D, A, F, B flat, 
E flat, A flat, and C, and their relative minor scales. The 
y' •• •. Risk, Thomas M., Principles and Practices of Teaching 
_ in Secondary Schools, Amer_ican ~ook C_?., 1941, p. 3. 
. ' .~· ·, 
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pattern of the scales, where the whole and half steps come. 
(e) The ability to recognize and sing the following in-
tervals: major 2nd, 3rd, 6th & 7th, minor 2nd, 3rd, 6.th & ?th, 
1 perfect 4th, 5th & octave, and the augmented 4th. 
(f) A lmowledge of the key s.ignatures of G, B, D, A, F·, 
I· 
1 B flat, E flat, A flat, and C and how to find the correct key 
J
1 
from 'the amount of sharps or flats in the signature. 
Jl (g) A knowledge of the time signatures in simple and com-
pound time, namely; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~· 
(h) A knowledge of what alterations (diatonic) are, and 
how they affect the pitch of a note. 
I .a· . ., 
I' .l. J 
(i) A knowledge of the triads (chords) built on the 1st, 
4th and 5th degrees of the scale. Namely the Tonic, Subdominant., 
and Dominant. The writer feels that this is quite important. 
Practically all the melodies we hear are accompanied by har-
mony, they are as dependent upon harmony as a conductor is an 
orchestra. It is, therefore, most important that students 
should connect harmony and melody togethe~r and be able to 
think in chords as well as in simple notes. 
"As, in our art of music, harmony 
and melody are very closely connect-
ed, it is impossible to understand 
music without having the feeling of 
the harmonic basis on which it is 
built. Therefore pupils must from 
the very beginning be given the 
feeling for harmony, that is, 
sounds in combination, as well as 
the feeling for melody, that is, 
sounds in succession on a rhythmic 
design. 11 y 
, !/••• Trotter, T.H.Y., ~· cit., p. 45. 
=·-1 
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{j) The ability to sing music, as a group, in unison, 
two parts, and three parts.That is, music written for part 
singing such as soprano and alto; lst soprano, 2nd soprano, 
and alto; or any other combinations which are suitable for 
elementary grade voices. 
=~===- ~--- =---- -
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CHAPTER III 
STUDY GUIDE GRADES I - VI 
INTRODUCTION 
For the sake of clarity and convenience, the work for each 
half year of the grades I through VI, has been divided into 
four parts. 
1. Rote songs or singing 
2. Theory 
3. Ear- training 
4. Rhythm 
Therefore the reader is reminded to think of each half 
years work as one whole unit, and not as four independent steps 
or phases. In other words, the studies used under the heading 
Rhythm will be used at approximately the same time as those 
which come under Rote songs, Ear-training, or Theory. 
In view of the fact tha.t this Study Guide has not been con-
structed for any specific situation or school system~ there has 
been no mention or assignment of any particular rote songs and 
reading songs. This can undoubtedly be handled much more prac-
1 tically by whoever is doing the actual teaching. 
The method for selecting and teaching rote songs and 
reading songs has been presented though, and it is the writers 
desire that this procedure be followed as close as possible. 
')< 
L.J.. 
li 
I 
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11 This material is found immediately preceding Grade I, and 
comes under the heading ttRote Song Procedure." 
In exception to a previous s entence the material f or 
Grad e I will not be divided into half years, but rather as 
one complete years work, in view of the fact that progress 
at this l evel is apt t o vary considerably. 
At the beginning of Grad e I, under the heading rote-songs , 
the fol l owing procedure is presented : 
1. r eacher sound pitch of Do (C) before singing the 
song. 
2. Class sing this s ame tone. 
3. Class sing up or down to the pitch o f 1 (tonic) 
of the key (or scale) in which the song is written •• 
4. Have class sing the tonic triad with numbers and 
syllables. 
5. Sing song. 
The main purpose of this approach is to impreEs from 
the very beginning a feeling for the relationship between 
the scale and the tonic traid (chord), anu t.ne d ev e.Lopw.en"G 
u _L a .r.d.g,.rwr uegr e e 0 1 to nal memory . .:..'b.is is very important 
as it is of great value to the student who is studing the 
·' fixed do " method, due to the fact that 1-3-5 is not always 
Do-lv'Ii-Sol. 
The proc edure mentioned above is of course carr ied out 
after the students understand the _j_, o (C) scale and are able 
to sing the traid. This can b e developed quite soon. Unce 
/-
LL 
· they are able to do this ',vith ease the teach er c an also ask 
the class to sing the pitch of Do themselues, before they 
have heard any other t ones. The wr-1 te~r ha:s seen t his d one in 
many music classes which he has conducted and elass es which 
are u n d er the a.irection of music t e achers with whom he is in 
cons tant cont a c t , and the results a r e very satisfactory. A 
large percentage of the stud ents u nd er Hlr. F indlay, at 
Manchest er, New Hampshire, were abl e to do t h is, and in con-
vering with Mr • . F'indl ay abou t their i n t onation , n e remarked 
t hat this t ype of procedure mad e the ch ildren become more 
"pitch conscious." 
Schole s ment i ons: 
"It is common now i n c h ildrenis s inging 
classe s to try to g ive t he pupils at 
least an A or a C, as a memorized stand ard 
of pitch, and thi s can often be acheived 
b y constantly sound i ng the note. Just a s 
anyone c an l earn to know the time ( wi thin, 
say ten minutes) by ~ .. the habit of never 
look·:hng at his watch b efore first giving 
a guess at the time, and then checking t h e 
guess, so one can probably pretty well 
acquire "absolute pitch'; for at least an 
A or aC b never passing one's piano 
without sing ihg what one imagines to be 
that note and then checking it. n y 
In working wi th music teachers thatL~use the numb e r s 
1 along with the 
11 fixed d o 11 syllabization, 1t".be writ~r ~-
1 
obs erved tha t t he stud ents imp ro v e both the a b solute pitch 
li 
II 
1 
sens e and the rela tive pitch at t h e srune time. It aids the 
stud ent a lso when studying the scales and chora. s so . t hat t he 
!/... Scholes, P., The Oxford ~J ompanion to hmsic, p . 3 . 
·I 
stud ent bec ome s qui te flu en t in singing t h ese structures 
with the fixed s y l lables. i n thi s me thod it is presente d s o 
t h at the numce rs a re t h ought o f a s d egre e s of t he sc a le o n ly. 
1t is f or t h es e r e a son s t h at the us e o f numb ers alon g with 
the syl l ab les i s stre ssed in t h is ~tudy Guide . 
rthythm s hould be i mpress ed f rom the very b eginnin g . 
It is introduced i n t h e f irs t g r ad e b y counting , clapp i n g , 
a n d s tepp1b.ng rhythms, and is evident of cours e in the song s 
t h e y sing . Wh en int roduced t o quart e r no t es the c h ild r en 
count and clap , v1hile stepp i ng t o each note. Example: 
C1ap .· Clap ) Clap ·; Clap_) 
:lL 2 3 4 
Step S tep St ep Step 
Ehytbm is a n a tura l response fo r chiluren. Trot ter 
states: 
tt Ev e ry c h ild is a rhythmist b y 
n ature . His whole con sciousness 
is rhythmic ally d ispos ed , and it 
is b y rhythmic motion t hat h e ex-
pre s r e s h i s f eel i n g s. Moreover, all 
music is b a s ed on a rhy thmic found at ion. 
As we hav e se en, it is t he position 
of notes in the ehythmic scheme t h at 
give s tun es t heir meaning . It f oll o ws 
that all e ducation i n music should 
beg in b y impressing the feeling 
f o r r h y t hm."!/ 
One of t h e most interesting exp e ri ences the wr~te~ 
has h ad was to witne s s the amount o f p le a sure a g roup of 
six and s even year old boys got out o f vari ous r hythm drills 
in their music class with 111iss Minna ..t<' ranziska Hol l of 
1/ ... Trotter, 'l ' . H. Y., r h e Making Of Musicians, pp. 60,61. 
- ~ - -- =---
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Waltham, liiass. The attitude an~ ... accuracy with wh:L:Cltl.r:the 
boys perf ormed was v ery i mpressive. They· .were all children 
from the surrounding n ei ghborhood ana met v~i th 11dss Holl 
once per week for a maximum of sixty minutes. 
·- It is with t h is. type of' rhythmical approach that the 
writer wishes t he mate r ial in this Study Guide to be pre-
sented. 
~n preparing the mat erial for this Study Guid e, the 
writer has fol l owe6 the pres entation of song material in 
the ·nworld of lVlUsic 11 series of elementary grade music books, 
by Glenn, · Leavill, nebmann and oaker. .i'his series is pub-
lished by the Ginn and c omp any Publishers. J..n view of the 
fact that most of the elementary gbades music books that 
are published in this country vary very little . in regard 
to grade presentation of the songs and material, this Study 
uuide therefore would n eed very little or no alteration if 
II 
used in a contr olled exper·iment vd th the "movable do 11 system. 
I (:::j 
I 
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ROT~ SONG PROCEuUR~ 
We must remember that the main objectives of rote song · 
singing are: 
1. To develop a love for singing and to foster the love of 
beautiful songs. 
2. i'o develop self-expression through singing. 
3. To develop the ability to respond to rhythms and mood. 
4. 1o provide happy group activity. 
~electing rote songs. 
a. The songs should be short. 
b . They should have skips based on the tonic triad, simple 
diatonic progressions, or repeated notes. 
c. On the whole the range should remain within the staff, 
this can be altered for songs using the C scale, but for 
best results stay within the range of the staff. 
d. They sgould be melodically beautiful, and should include 
some folk songs. 
e. They should be rhythmically stimulating. 
f. The subjects should be within the interest of the chi1d 
and should possess appropriate vocabularies. 
Teaching the rote song. 
There are two methods of teaching the rote song: 
1. The Whole Method. 
2. The Phrase Method. 
The whole song method is considered the better for simple 
songs, the phrase method for the longer and more difficult 
II 
songs. The main reason for the whole method being the most 
effective is the fact that it tells the whole story. 
The whol.e method is simply the method of learning as a 
complete unit, as a whole, from beginning to end. 
The phrase method :is learning the song by phrase, and in 
the ~.case ::: of more difficult songs, groups of phrases. Because 
the phrase method has to be used for some of the more diffi-
cult songs, it can be readily seen that both the whole and 
the phrase methods have their place in the rote teaching 
procedure. Some songs lend themselves well to the whole method~ 
while others make better use of the phrase method. Therefore, 
it is better for the person handling the matter directly to 
decide which method is better for their particular case. In 
most cases the teacher will find that the phrases in a longer 
rote song will repeat themselves quite often, thus that par-
ticular phrase need only be learned once. 
Procedure for teaching ~ songs. 
Although the majority of the rote material will be long enough 
to require the phrase method, procedures for both will be 
discussed. 
1. The Whole Method: 
a. Motivate the song through use of pictures, stories, 
cor questions which will arouse the child's interest. 
b. Sing the song artistically to the group, be very con-
scious of your tone, use careful diction, logical 
phrasing, and good interpretation •. 
c. Ask the children questions regarding their under-
standing and enjoyment of the song. 
---
- -
d. Sing the song again. In view of the fact that imita-
tion is the essential feature of rote singing, be 
very careful to sing the song each time the same way. 
e. Let the children try to sing the song, if they do not 
grasp it, sing it with them gradually withdrawing 
your voice so that they sing it independently. 
f. Let them sing it alone until it is learned completely. 
2. The Phrase Method. 
a. Motive.te the song through available material as in the 
previous method. 
b. Sing the entire song, vdth good phrasing, good tone, 
diction, and interpretation. 
c. Discuss the text with the pupils. 
d. Sing the entire song again. 
e. Sing one phrase at a time and let the children re-
·peat each phrase. 
f. Sing the entire song through the same way as the first 
presentation, but have the class sing this time. 
g. Let the class sing the entire song alone, correcting 
only when necessary. 
Note: In either case the rote song should be memorized by the 
teacher so as to be able to teach the song without hav-
ing to refer to the book. 
Additional suggestions on teaching a ~ song. 
a. Always pitch song in the original ~ey unless it is 
felt for some reason that it should be in another key. 
b. Impress upon the children that they should use light, 
clear tones. 
c. Frequent and short participation periods are advisable 
both in groups and individually due to a usual short 
attention span. 
d. Improve out of tune singers whenever possible with 
individual work. 
---
e. A poor response on the part of the children may be 
due to indistinct singing on the part of the teacher, 
poor material, or outside attractions which distract 
from the class. 
f. If it is felt that a child sings fairly well and 
they lmow a song they may have learned at home or 
outside, let them teach the song to the other students. 
g. Have children sing solos on some of the easier songs, 
as an added interest and an added step in teaching 
the material. 
- :::cJI=.-o -
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GRADE I 
Rote songs 
One or two per week, depending on the time available. 
Present the songs in the follo\rlng fashion: 
Teacher sound the pitch of Do (C) on pitch pipe, before 
singing the song. 
Have class sing Do, light tone. 
Inform the class what note is the tonic (I) of the song 
they are going to sing and have them find this by singing up 
or down to this pitch. 
Then have class sing the chord of the key after the 
teacher, first with 11loo 11 sound, then with numbers (1-3-5). 
Note: Impress on children that the numbers are the degrees of 
the scale (after s,cale has been introduced.) 
After the syllables have been learned they can sing the 
I chord of the key with syllables. 
Note: It is important in this case to impress from the very 
beginning, pitch relationship and the feeling for the 
relationship between the scale and the tonic triad. 
1 Theory 
Introduce the scale of C major, by rote first. 
I IJ 
t~ \ '.) 
v 
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(Low) Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Ti Do (High) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
.j!...,. 
Sound pitch of Do (3rd space) and teacher sing down the 
scale using "loo." Have children sing this, down and up. 
Establish the fact that they sang eight tones. 
Now sing the same pitches using numbers: 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 (High Do) 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Later introduce the names of t hese tones of the scale. 
1 
Up to now they have been singing the degrees. of the scale ~ by 
numbers: 
Teacher sing: Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Ti Do etc. 
Have class sing the smne. 
This is a scale, this one is called the G major scale 
because the first degree of the scale starts on C (bo). 
, Theory 
Introduce the Staff. 
Staff shall be presented in the following manner: 
Show that when we have a song (melody line) we aee that 
the line of music goes up and down, or sometimes stays on the 
same line. Thus we must draw lines to measure these changes 
when it goes up or down. These lines (there are five lines) 
are called a Staff. 
II Example: 
Teacher: 11Iiiusic can go up, or down, or stay in the same line 
like this." ( Teacher sings a phrase from some rote song and 
draws a line on the board to represent melody line.) 
r 
I. 
,- . ~ . 
.l. 
Teacher: "We also have notes which we use to write this music, 
and if I put the notes for this song along the line it would 
look :J_ike this. rt 
Teacher: 11Now we find that we must do something to measure the 
distance between these tones so that we will know what to 
sing if we want to sing the song again laterm and also so · 
that the music will always sound the same no matter who picks 
up the music and reads it. Therefore we draw lines, five lines, 
and this gives us four spaces. Now we can see that the notes 
will always be the correct distance (up and down) for this 
song. 11 
I 't I J } / :~_· - -----""•,__=•'--__,•""-------l,.o.L-----+-- = 
'l'eacher: ttso that we will always know what pitch to start on, 
we use a sign to tell us what the :·letters of .these lines and 
spaces are The sign we use is called a G Clef, and looks 
like this. • ~ 
The G Claf is always placed so that the bottom of the 
loop touches the first (bottom) line and circles up and touch-
es the third line and ends on the second line like this. Then 
we say that this middle line of the big loop (2nd) is always 
the G (Sol) line. That is why it is called a G Clef. 
Teacher: 11Now we put them together and we call this a 
Staff. n 
i\ 
. -- -
l/ 
:_f-r 
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At this point t he teacher takes up the study of the 
names of t h e lines and the spaces of the staff. ~his can be 
learned either by the letters themselves, or if o.esired , the 
sentence 11Every Good Boy Does Finely" and . the letters 11F A ~, 
C E 11 for the spaces. 
·_reacher also points out that we have a bar line at the 
beginning of the staff to connect the five lines and a double 
bar line at the end of the staff to show it is the end. ·nere 
it can be mentioned that we will learn more about bar lines 
later. 
s taff reading is now begun. ·J:eacher can st al"t by writing 
the notes of the (; scale on the staff. Her e of course a leger 
line must be introduced below the staff for the low v, it 
simply can be explained that this scal-e goes below the staff 
so we just add a line below it. 
After giving the class the pitch of C, (low) teacher 
points to the notes of the scale and have students sing the 
tones. Various combinations of r epeated notes can be used ; o 
here. 
When singing these notes from the staff the teacher can 
write numbers under the notes, i'and then;;; theEsyllab1es~"to show 
the degrees of the scale. Do not continue to use this, it 
I .j-.) 
will become a crutch. 
Ear-training 
Matching tones with actual pitch names. 
Teacher blow pitch of u on pitch pipe. Have children 
sing the pitch using "loo." 
Have children sing up to G and back down to u using 
numbers.- { l ; ,2·,.3 4 5 4 3 2 1 
Explain that you are going to give them number s to sing 
and they are going to sing the correct pitches. 
Drill using stepwise number .combinations such as; 1- 2-
3 - 2 - 1 , l - 2 - 3 - 3 - 4 - 5, etc. After children sing 
t h ese stepwise progressions correctly, start to use interval 
s kip combinations such as: 
l - 3 - l 
1 - 3 - 5 - 3 - l 
l-3-5-1 
l-5-3-5-1 
Gradually building up the interval d istance and ch anging 
the order of the number combinat.ions. 
Go bac k and have . them sing the correct syllables to go 
with t he se number combinations • 
.l;!;X.-
1-3-1 
1-3-5-3-1 
l-3-5-1 
etc. 
Do - 1Vii - Do • 
Do - Mi - Sol - Mi - Do. 
Do - Mi - Sdl - Do. 
Note: Important to i mpress upon children the n ecessity for 
th~ni.dng the tone before t h ey sing it. Think l - 3 -
1, then sing it. 
'""- . 
Other combinations to~~ they ,12rogress. 
1 
-
3 - 5 - 3 - 5 - 1 
1 
- 5 - 1 
1 
-
3 
-
1 
-
5 
-
1 
1 - 3 - 5 - 8 - 5 - 3 - 1 
1 - 5 - 8 - 5 - l 
1 3 1 5 .. , l 8 1 '!!! 
After they have become accustomed to these use the 
following type, starting on degree other than 1 occasionally: 
3 - 1 - 3 
3 - 1 - 5 
3 - 5 - 1 
5 - 3 - 1 
5 i 5 
5-3-5-1 
Then add stepwise combinations: 
1 
-
2 
- 3 - 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 
1 - 2 - 1 - 3 - 1 - 5 - 3 - 1 
8 
-
7 
-
6 
-
5 
-
8 
-
5 
-
3 
-
1 
3-1-5-1 
3 1 3 ;, 0 
1-8-5-1 
With all of these drills always have them sing the 
syllables also. 
:0.:X . - 1 - 2 - 3 - 5 - 1 Do - Re - Mi - Sol - Do. 
Rhytbm 
Clapping and stepping to _quarter and half notes • 
. Explain that quarter notes are 11 walking notes. 11 Draw 
a quarter note on the board. 
Have children sing some quarter notes and step once 
for each note. l'l'his is to be done in the aisles if possible) 
use tone nloo." 
Stepping quarter notes,and counting : 
Step Step Step Step Step etc. 
1 2 3 4 1 
jj 
Point out that we have half notes which are twice as 
slow as quarter notes. 
I llustrate a half note on the board, and explain that 
they get two counts each. Teacher demonstrate by counting 
l, 2, 3, 4 and clapping once for each two beats. 
1iave the children do this, clapping half notes ( cl~p one e 
for each t wo counts) and clapping quarter notes (clap oRce 
for each count). 
Explain that.we can step half notes also, teacher 
demonstrate: 
Stepping half notes and counting: 
Step 
l 
Bend 
2 ./ 
Step 
3 
' Bend 
4 
Step 
1 
Bend 
2 
etc. 
Note: At first it may be desirable to have them say, "Step, 
Bendtt but teacher should try to develop the i d ea of 
counting while stepping and clapping these rhythms as 
soon as possible. 
use drills of quarter notes, then half notes, then 
a combination of t he two and have the children fir s t clap 
the rhythm and then step it, all the wnile counting . 
~ote: Introduction should be from a rhythmical stanupoint, 
therefore topic o f quarter notes and half notes has . 
been discussea. in t his grad e under the head ing "Rhythm.u 
GRADE II 
FIRS'l' HALF YEAR 
Rote songs 
One or t wo per week. 
Review material from grade I. 
Introduce So~ (G) Sca~e. 
Teach the Sol scale by rote, teacher sounds pitch of Sol 
and has children sing the scale with "loo 11 and then with num-
bers. At this point the teacher must explain that in order to 
make the scale sound correct, we must raise the 7th degree. We 
do this by adding a "sharp" and we sing 11Fa" one ha:lf step 
higher. 
A good illustration for this would be perhaps for the 
teacher to explain that the scale has a pattern, just 
like a star has a pattern. We could cut out a red star 
or a blue star but they would both be the same pattern, 
so even if we sing a different scale, we must follow a 
pattern. Teacher could sing the Sol scale with as F nat-
ural and ask the chi1dren if they hear the difference. 
Illustrate a sharp on the board. 
Hereafter the scale can be sung in the following manner, 
to make it easier for young voices. 
i\ ,.2~11· 
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Sol La Ti Do Re Re Mi Fa Sol 
This procedure keeps the scale in a good range and at t h e 
same time gives and excellant feeling for the dominant , with-
J I 
out e:ny explanation other than, "This is a good place to skip 
to the lower Re so we can sing the higher notes more easily. 
The Do and Sol scales can later be sung by the children 
4 in different rhythms -beating the time (4) with their arms, 
stepping the notes, or using any other rhythmic devices .• '£his 
. can be done with the teacher writing the scale on the board and 
having children beat time while singing it. 
Example: 
DcH1. 
\ 
- i)- " I ,...., 
-~ ...! • .,..... ·• '\JJ ...! a ... I I ..J 
./ - I t .. -1:1-- -II • 
.. ., 
·~ T I I I 
9FI ....... I 
"-" • 
Sol La Ti Do Re Re Mi Fa Sol Fa Mi Re etc. 
,...., 
J0 
(This procedure used only after note values have been understood) 
Theory 
Teach value of quarter, and half notes, and introduce the 
whole note. 
Develop the idea that quarter notes received one beat each 
when we clapped and stepped them. A half note gets two beats 
and now a whole note gets four beats. 
Illustrate a whole not-e on the board: 
Have children come to the board and draw quarter, half, 
and whole notes. 
Stepping whole notes: 
Teacher demonstrate stepping whole notes, have class repeat 
\)9 o-Q-j x~- - ..... ~ :::-k '"""\ with you: -.... ... a ' D I -~ I ocr I I I 
"Step tt 11Acrossrr "Side 11 "Together" · 
1 2 :3 4 . 
Have t h e children step the whol e notes , counting as they 
st ep . ( May n eed to say 11St ep , Across, Sid e , Together 11 first.) 
Teach quarter rests ; 
Explain t hat a quart e r rest has. the same value as a 
quart e r not e , but has no sound. Teacher s ing some notes and 
rests, remaining silent on the rest . 
Have the child r en clap quarter notes , leaving t he hand s 
apart for ev e ry quarter rest. 
~~~ '--7 /'~~ ~-r 
~ ~ 
l'~ 
:::...:: 
J >. J ~ I • 
Hand s - Clap Apart Clap Apart etc . 
1 2 3 4 
Exa~ple - Teacher illustrat e a quarter rest on t he board: 
"This is a quarter rest , now we will clap 
t wo q-g:arter notes and two rests, lik e this. 11 
Teac her demonstrate: ( Write qua. no t e, rest, note , rest.) 
I ~ \ \ • • ~ • Clap Apart Clap Apart etc. 
1 2 3 4 1 
Use various combinations of notes and rests after these 
have be en learned , f or drill purposes. 
Drills J> J ).J,>J ~ ~~~JJ~;iJ 
Count and clap: 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 l 2 3 4 
JJ~~J>~J .iJ;.J.s.~JJ 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Ear-traL1ing 
Review pitch drills used in Grade I. 
Use t he ·primary pitch urills in Sol major. tThese primary 
pitch drilLs wi l l be r eferred t o in the r est o f the grau es, 
t h ey are the drills that are present in grade I, C scale, 
and are all b ased on the l - 3 - 5 - 8 sequence, naturally 
with a new sc ale these must oe d rilLeu be .L ore any more 
d ifficult QrilLs a re us ed .) 
Ex. - In C - 1 - 3 - 5 - 1 ~o - Mi - Sol - D~ 
In G 1 - 3 - 5 1 Sol - Ti - Re Sol 
Rhythm 
step ping and cl~pping qua rter, half, anG whole notes. 
Rote songs 
Re v iew r o te songs . 
intro duc e new r o te son6 s in srune manner -
Teacher sing pitch of u (3rd spac e ) 
Children sing dOVfn to key (tonic ) o f song 
Sing tonic t riad. 
Review Do and Sol scales 
Have c h ildren sing scales with numbers an:..:t syll a ul e s, 
tonic triad also with syllables : 
C major - 1 - 3 - 5 Do - Mi - Sol 
G major - 1 - 3 - 5 So l - Ti - Re 
Have stuc.tents sing t h e scales wi t .n u ifi'el"ern; r.n,y cbms, 
f o r ex~aple, sing the scale with a half n o te follo wed by 
t wo quarter no tes : 
1\ 
f« 
-1 
\ 
J 
y 
,..: 
....; 
So l 
1 
• 
La 
2 3 
-
. Tl 
4 
0 
Do 
1 
Introduce the Fa (F) s cale 
-"!""' 
Re 
2 3 
• 
Mi 
4 
J!-- ,.., 0 
~':"" J 
I 
-' 
Fa Sol 
1 2 3 
_i 
_j 
I 
4 
Te ach Fa scal e by rot e , same me t h od a s used in te a ching 
other scales. In this s c ale we have a Ti f lat , therefore we 
must l o wer the f ourth tone to make the scale sound right . 
( Rememb er t he patt e rn) Illus trate a f lat on tb.e board. --
This sc a l e a lso c an be drilled b·y s k i ppinf. d o wn a n oc - / 
tave on t h e b t i1 degr e e , us e bo th type s of drill. 
iL J 
.\ ( ( \ 
L'-.;: ./ 
~ 
I I I 
I \ I Y'l..-1 
... • 1/-
• -
Fa Sol La Ti 
1 2 3 4 
-
- • ~ • I \ 
. ~ . Do Re rill Fa 
5 6 7 8 
IJ 
Ll 
Drill P a s.c a1 e als.o using different rhythms , drill 
the t onic t riad. - 1 - 3 - 5 Fa - La - Do . 
Theory 
Teach the meam.ing of 4/ 4 and 3/4 t i me , an d how to beat 
t h e se time s . 
4j4 time: Dev e l o p the i dea tha t the u pper figure t ells us 
· there are 4 b eats to each me a sure , and. a s vve al l 
know, a quarter note g et s one b eat . Then rp.ake 
some measures on t he board. and have them c lap 
them 
Illustrate first the 4j4 t i me signatur e,. and 
also a :neasure line, explaining Uiat in this 
cas e a measur e l ine comes at the en c o f each 
4 beats . 
4 
4 -- JJ~J\J JJJ\JJ J~ 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 I 
Have ch ild ren make measures of quart er not e s 
vd t h p ape r e.nd pencil. · 
Us e d.rills having quarter r e sts in t h em. 
Be a ting 4/ 4 time : (Teache r d emons trate , pupils st e.n d in a isle) 
G~J ~ 0. () c1~0 vr . \ I \ I l)----U 
-------
'--
'-----" 
Do·wn In Out Up 
1 0 
"-' 
3 4 
Af ter they hav e acquired thi s hav e them sing the scal es 
and b e at t i me toge t h er , u s i ng no te combinations . 
Ex . 4 d \ I \ \ I ;i \ D~- o -o- o- o- o - oJ - 4 • • • • • Do - 0 Re Mi Fa Sol La 
Dovm In Out Up Do wn I n Out Up Down In Out Up 
3/4 time : Same proce~ure , i n this c a s e there a r e 3 beats to 
a me asu re , qu arter note g et s a b e at . 
Illustra te 3/ 4 time signat ure and drill: 
~ I 1 I \ I I I \ I I I \ 1 1 .1 \I 4 •••••••••••
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Have c hild r en make u p measure s of qu arter not e s 
wi t h pape r an d pen c i l. 
Us e d r ill s wi t h r es t s. 
Beatin g 3/ 4 time : ( Srune p ro cedure ) 
c,--Y ·___-o~/D 
Dmm 
1 
\'-__ j \ 
Out 
2 
Up 
3 
-----....... 
S ing the sc a l e s in 3/ 4 measures , b eatin g time : 
Combinat -ions : 
~ ,.... .~ \!L ·} y 
I I 
-:;::I • 
..... 
So l La 
1 2 3 
1 
-;:i 
•• v I 
Ti Do 
1 2 3 
,..,_ 
':--' I . •· 
I -~..If: . \ 
• 
\..7 
Re RE M1 F a 
1 2 3 ~-1 2 3 
I L 
~ ~ 
........ 
So l 
l 2 3 
\ 
·-
,..., 
---- ) -1 I • 
..,.... 
7t ..J I I I,-, ,..I L • I I < \L \ ...I • v.._, ..c I I I ,.-. L\!;. J I • -y 
· ··- .. 
Fa So l La Ti Do Re Mi Fa 
1 2 3 1 2 3 l 2 3 1 2 3 
Teac h value o f a Dot after a not e 
~~- --- -- - - - - - -
Illustrate a hal f not e and a quarter . 
d J 
We c an t ie these t wo n o tes toge the r s o that they will 
sound like one . (Teache r demons trate anci. s ing fir st the 
half and then the quarter . Then sing the two note s ti ed 
t o g e ther and hold it for t hree b e at s. ) 
d • 
~ 
Hav e class sing the notes as they are ti ed . 
'l'h €m expl a in tha t v:e c an us e a · dot instead o f the tie , 
the dot s tands for h alf o f the not e it follows . Ther e -
fore·.<. i t wi ll still sound the same (three beats) but 
will loo k like this . 
d . 
--
d. 
1 2 3 
Have chil~ren sing it a gain . 
Drill t hem using c ombinations : 
! d J ~ l d. J I J d. I d. ~ II 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 \ 1 2 3 4 \ 1 2 3 4 \ 
3 
4 d ~ 
1 2 3 
Ear - trai ning 
d. \JJ \d· II 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 :3 
Rev iew lst half y e ars pitch d rills . 
I 
,I 
! 
Use primary pitch drills. 
1 - 3- 1 Fa - La - Fa 
New ;eitch drills. 
1 
- 3 - 4 - 5 . - 3 - 1 
1 
-
2 
-
3 
-
2 
- 3 - 4 - l 
l - 3 - 4 - 5 - 3 - 2 - l. 
l. 
- 3 - 2 - 4 - 5 - 1: 
1 
-
8 
-
1 
-
2 
- 3 - 5 - 8 
8 
-
6 
-
4 
-
2 - 4 - 6 - 8 
Pupils sing number drills in each scale and repeats the 
same with syllables. This should be done with Do, Sol, and 
Fa scale also by the end of the year, , pointing out always to 
sing the Fa sharp in the scale of G, and the Ti flat in the 
F scale. Also always remind children to think the tone first, 
and then sing. 
Rhytbm 
counting and clapping rhythms in 4/4 time: 
Lines 1, 2, 3, and 4 from Rhy-t'bmr:Sheet No. 1. y 
(These rhythms may also be used for stepping rhythms.) 
y ... Rhythm Sheets, as compiled by Miss Hell, are included 
in this thesis for use with the s tudy Guide. They 
contai~ various notated rhythms in 2/4 - 3j4 - 4f4 and 
6/atime, and are to be found in Exhibit B of the 
Appendix. 
45 
I 
l 
'I 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ======r~~-
.I 
' 
GRADE III 
FIRST HALF YEAR 
Rote songs 
One Gr: two per week. 
Review material from grade II. 
New rote songs from books. 
Same precedure as previous material. 
New reading songs from the book. 
1. Select a song in 4/4 and have children clap and 
count the rhythm. 
2. Have children beat time and nrone the notes. 
3. Then beat time and sing. 
Introduce Re ill Scale 
Teach the scale first by rote, numbers and syllables. 
Same procedure as with other scales. Sing tonic triad. 
$ x=J$Jl ~~~ ~ 
• • 
I a,. ' 1 ii G. 7 ~ 
Theory. 
Teach eighth notes: 
Eighth notes are running no t es, they are like a quarter 
note in their appearance with a little flag added. -
If there is more than one we can connect them. -
Place the following on the board and have the class count 
1, 2, 3, 4, while the teacher sings the eighth notes: 
4 
.rJ n ,-, \I .\J .IJ I l\ I I J J 
.\J 1\ 
·' J 4 I I • • • • • • • ••• • • 
1 2 :5 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3· 4 etc. 
'Jih en hav e the clas s s ing eighth no t es ( loo). 
Expl ain t h a t wh en vrc re ad eight h not es we count l il~e 
t hi s - 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & etc. 
Hav e cl ass count and step for e ach no t e. (runn i ng no tes) 
Step 
-- ~ .ll .IJ .'l n \·\ J J J .IJ:I J \I 
Count 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 1 & 2. & 3 & 4 & 
1 Te ach vrhole , half, and eighth rests. 
Introduc e these with s ruae procedu r e t h at was u s ed f or 
11 
qu a rter rests. 
I 
Draw p icture of whol e re st -
Has same value a s whole note 
It hangs dmm from t he fourth line. 
Draw picture of a half r e s t -
Has s ame v alue (time) a s a h al f not e . 
Hal f re s t l ays on t h e third line of staff . 
Dr aw pic t ure o f an eight h re s t -
Has s~ae v alue a s eight h (runni ng ) no te . 
Looks like a f i gure 7. 
As e a ch o f t hese rests ar e i n t roduc ed , give drill s 
lusing the rest s : 
Vvhol e r es t : 
~\ 
-- J 
·I 
~ I _I - - -- \ I L J _l I ) • • ••• G 0 _(\. 
-
II 
II 
II 
ll 
l! ~~-
Half rest: 
I 
I 
{j~ .• 
., 
I 
' 
Ei ghth rest 
Combinations 
Dr il l with the scales: (Using these dl"ills with r ests .) 
1. Count and clap rhythm. 
2. Beat time and name notes. 
3. Beat time and sing notes. 
Fa (F) -
- Sol (G) -
~~ Y J d ~ I t r -I t J J I ~ z: Ji d I J · f. 11 
Re (D,) -
Ear-training 
Review work of previous year . 
Use primary pitch drills in dril l ing Re (D) scale . 
Use new drills in Do, Fa , Sol and later in Re : 
1 
-
3 - 5 - 8 in Do •• Do - Mi - Sol - Do 
ll Sol. Sol - Ti - Re - Sol 
tt Fa •• Fa - La - Do - Fa 
rr Re •• Re 
-
Fa 
-
La 
-
Re 
1 
- 3 - 4 - 5 - 8 1 - 2 - 1 - 3 - 1 - 4 - 1 - 5 
1 
-
2 
-
~ - 1 - 8 8 - 1 - 3 - 5 - 3 - 1 
8 
-
6 - 4 
-
8 
-
1 1 - 3 - 5 - 4 - 4 - 3 - 5 - 1 
8 - 6 - 4 - 5 - 1 1 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 - 3 - 1 
8 6 4 3 5 1 1 ,, 3 5 8 - - - G 
Note: Numb ers and syllables; alwa.Y;:J drilled together . 
Rhythm . 
Review previous r hythms from sheet. 
Ne vJ material : · .. ' · 
Rhy thm Sheet No. 1, lines 5, 6 , 7 , &' e. 
Also step rhy thm patterns f rom Rhytlo..rn Sheet No. 1. 
SECON"D HALF YT~:AR 
Rote songs. 
1. Al tern ate with ro te songs and r eading song s , using 
same procedure as explained f or rote songs and 
r ead ing in prev ious work . 
~?, . S ing any sc a le that h a s been giv en t o date, numbers 
and syllable s, tonic triad. 
3. Hav e ch ildren make up 1 measure pattern for singing 
the s c a l es . Be a t time and sing. 
Ex ampl e : ( Fa scale ) 
Th eory 
Review a ll note and r e st v alue s ( whole , half , quarter and 
e i ghth.) 
Revi ew 4/ 4 and 3/ 4 time , meaning , and b eating in these times . 
;; r ill diffe rent rhy thms in 4/4 and 3/ 4 : 
3 J :\::~:;\~ d J>/ ~~ J >/ 4 > d 1 2 0 3 1+ 2 "'-3 1 2 3 '-' 
4 J J ~\n.~J>\--- :\ 4 > I • 1 2 3 4 l 2 3 4 1 2 3 
Continune with dri l l s for ste _:)ping to not e drills whil'e 
be a ting time . 
3 ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ l 
'-'-
Exampl e : 4 h 
Step S tep Ste p Step Bend Step step Rest Step 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Dovm Out Up Do wn Out Up Dovm Out Up 
_vl~?f7 v-' '-' - etc. 
II 
I 
I 
I 
. !I L A ================~-====-==-~J~--~=-~=-~==== ------
Ear-training 
Review all previous drills in all the scales that have been 
introduced to date. 
New drills: 
l - 3 - 5 - 4 - 3 - 5 - 8 8 - 7 - 8 - 1 - 2 - 1 -
l - 2 - l - 3 - 1 - 5 - 8 8 - 7 - 8 - 5 - 3 - ~-
1 - 3 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 1 - 3 - 2 - 4 - 3 - 5 -
1 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 7 - 8 l - &- 4 - 6 - 7 - 8 
8 
-
6 
-
4 
-
5 
-
7 
-
8 
.~.~ote ·.:: Rememoer to watch closely the 8 - 7 - 8 part of the 
drills, to make the children conscious of the half 
step, as they are apt to flat here. 
ln G - 8 - 7 - 8 So~ - Fa - So~ 
In D - 8 - 7 - 8 Re - Do# - He 
8 
2 
8 
-
In all new drills: it is very important for the teacher 
to listen to see that in the scales with sharps and 
flats the students are aware of these alterations. 
rtbytbm 
Review rhythm sheet No. 1, lines ~ through 8. 
New material: 
l.. Sheet i.~o. 1, lines 9 through 12. 
2. Sheet No. 3, lines 1 through 3 (3/4 time.) 
3. Count and clap all rhytyms assigned and repeat at a 
very slow tempo those rhythms with which the children 
find difficulty, gradually speeding up the tempo. 
4 • .l::)eating time and stepping rhythms from uheets l~.o. 1 
and 3. 
I 
: 
1 
I 
I 
URADE IV 
FIRS'!' HALF -x""EArt 
Rote songs. 
boo k . 
Alternate rote songs and r e ading songs, both from 
use same procedure as in other grades. 
1. Have class sing uo (teacher correc t pitch if ne-
cess ary), childrvn sing tonic triad of new song . 
2. Gount and clap rhythm of n ev1 song . 
3. o eat time and name notes. 
4 . Heat time and sing. ( 'l'his is done when song is first 
l earned.) 
Note: If the re is any special difficulty, or if teacher 
anticipates a troublesome rhythm, drill that r hyt hm 
before singing . 
I ntroduce Ti Flat sc ale. (b) 
Same procedure as wi t h other sc al ,es, introduee by 
r ote, nmnbers and syllables, tonic triad . 
J 
Ti Do Re Mi MI Fa Sol La Ti 
1. Have children make up a .one measure phrase for 
singing t he scales, b eating time anu singing . 
2. Review scales of lJO, Re, Sol, Fa, and 'l'i Fl at , 
singi ng tonic triad first anci using 1 measure 
patterns. 
Introduce "Part Singing" 
Hav e child r en f irst learn a few uroun d s 11 by r ote if 
teach er d esires, in ord er to get the c h ild ren us ed to s i ng-
ing two independent parts. Then have them read a round 
either from t he book if available, or from othe r mater ial 
in v.rhich case the round can be written on the board by the 
teacher . 
Ex . - "Three Blind Mice" 
--·-
.') 
-~ 
1. l::Tc.. 
1-!f_ 
« \ I r-. 1 \ I ~. l J ..J. \ -.; .., ..J. I 
-
.. ~ - .. ~ 
---
II • -4 - • -e- ....... ..._, ~E.IS. 1-\o..u :S•?f< 
?I 131-lNo I"'!IC.E: 
' 
B~I~D I-f ow Ml<;€. .,-*~'1 Ru~ -r'tlfi.'/ KIII-I 
- \ 
- I 
2 ~c. ~ - --'IU _j 
Note : 
kl' ~ \ I ..:. I ~ 
- ·-G. - • -e-
"Round s" are good to start v:rith a s they are f airly 
easy for the children to sing (melod y lines are alike) 
and children enjoy singing them. Impre ss children 
that t h ey are sing i ng in t wo parts and must listen a lso 
to the voices singing the other part. 
Here the class can simply be d ivid ed in half f or the 
parts. Let the groups change in regard to which g roup , 
starts the "round 11 • 
Once they have b ec ome acquainted with this type of 
sing ing, teacher should pick a song out of the book (Two Part) 
'1 that has e asy rhythms in it (quarter and half notes), and might 1 
perhaps start the first few measures with the two parts written ! 
, in octaves, and then a easy harmony such as intervals of a 
I sixth and a third. 
Have each part sing its melody line alone for a few measure1h 
then put them together. Encourage a light, easy tone so that 
·I they cab hear the other part also. 
Teacher might also, as a beginning, write a few two note 
1 
harmonies on the board and have the children sing them to get. 
I 
the feeling of singing in parts • 
Example: 1\ l \ ..uJ. I 
-
6 .. 
~ -J~D-
I 
.... 
II' -
... 
1:\ IJI t- · 
When drilling a new two or three part song, be careful not 
to repeat continually from the beginning of the song when worki~ 
on a difficult section. Repeat only the troublesome measures, 
I 
this avoids the boredom of continually repeating the easier 
,j 
parts of the song. 
Drill with the syllables first, then with words. 
Listen to the childrens' voices so that they can be 
I 
t ed if singing incorrectly, especially the poorer sing ers 
1 
are apt to have trouble in part singing. 
Encourage groups of four to six to sing the song a lone in 
front of the class. Change groups constantly and mi x t he good 
11 
singers with the poorer ones to help improve the poorercones. 
I 
Theory 
neview all note and rest v alues. 
neview 3/ 4 and 4/4 time , meaning , and. beating . 
introduce chord s of I , IV, V, and their inversions. 
1. A chord is thr ee or mor e notes placed one above t he 
other in third s; all the notes to be s ounded at t .tle 
same t i me. 
2 . 'I'he note upon which the cnord is built is t ne root 
o r 1st q.~g~~,e,of t h e cho r ci. . 
3. The next note is t he thria , anu the next is -che fifth, 
of the chord. 
Examples - in Do major in Fa major 
4 . We will l earn the three mo st important chord s, t hey 
ar e built on the 1st, 4th and. 5th d egre es of each 
sc ale. We c all them the "One, Four anu Five" chords. 
(Writt en- I, IV & V.) 
Illustrate thes e chords on the boara: 
In Do major -
I IV v 
In So 1 !ll®jj<llllr' - ~~§ -8-l.§---t!ll 
y -e-
I IV v 
In Fa major -
I Iv v 
Teacher d ev elop the ~lmo'Wle~cge of the se c ho rcis along 
t h ese lines t hat h ave b e en presented, and t h e n have the 
child r en sing t11.e c h ord s using the nurno e rs a.i-J.O_ t n e syllable s. 
nxa:mpl 'e -
Do maj o r -
F a maj or -
Sol major -
t~~ ~-- --_e -~a7'\.~n=======e ~o ~o=t\\: H _ 0 a \ 
-e-
I - 1 3 5 IV 
Do Mi Sol 
- 4 6 1 
Fa La Do 
v - 5 7 2 
Sol Ti Ri 
~-$=c:o=() _a _b o_o_o __ o o--o----L~' 
I - 1 3 5 
Fa La Do 
IV - 4 6 l 
Ti Re Fa 
v - 5 7 2 
Do Mi Sol 
~~==o=;o+~'""=-=--=--=--&--o-=-o----_-=-o--t-,--o--=-,-,~) ~ 
I .. 1 3 5 
Sol Ti Re 
Iv - 4 6 1 v 5 7 2 
Do Mi Sol Re Fa La 
Inversions o f I , Iv & V. 
1. Po int ou t the f act that thes e cn o r u s can be i nve r -ceu. , 
and we c all them inver sions . 
2. We make an inversion by taking t he bott om note and 
p l acin g it in the correct line o r space above. 
(Octave above. ) 
This is t11e f i r st i nve rsion. (Il l ustrate) 
j 
I . 
3. Again we take the bottom note and place it in t l"le 
correct s pace or line above. 
Thi s is t he second inversion. (Illustrate) 
~ 3 ~ >( '1 ~ i ~· 
Not e : The i mportru1.t thing nere is 110 G so much the memoriza-
tion of "lst inversion, 2nd inversion, e tc., ii but 
rather as u nd:erstand ing o f how tnese inve rsions occur, 
their relationship tothc scale, and the fact t hat 
they sound practic a lly the same wnen inverted because 
they are the same tones. tve should list en for the 
bottom note also as that t e lls us wnat inversio n . 
Drill the inversions o r I, Iv, v in a ll the scales in-
cluued on the previous page. 
~~xample -
Do maj or -
I •..... .••.••. rv • .••.•....• •••• v . . . . . . . . . . . 
Fa major -
I .••••.. ..•.•• rv ...... ..... .... v . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sol major -
I ••• •.•.•••.•• Iv •••• ••••••••. •• V ••••••••••• 
- Illustrat e on the board the u egrees o f tne sc ale on 
which these chord s are built: 
rv v 
I 
==!b--
Ear-training 
Reviev.' all the cirills in ·che sc a l es o f l.io, Sol, Re anG. l' 'a. 
Us e t he primary pitch drills in tne new scal e o1' ·j:i Flat (0 ) 
Teacher t;i v e tri ad s vvi th 11 loo 11 a_Yld have children 
i dentify. (In Do, Sol, Fa & Re.) 
Then teacher gi ve triad s with inversions using 
11 loo 11 and have children identify, using tho correct names. 
Example -
1. Teacher sing - C major 
0 
Loo 
0 
Loo 
Children i dentify (I chord or tonic triad.) 
2. Teacher sing - C major ·~ L~o L~o L~o r 
Rhytbm 
Children identify ( ist inversio11 , 3 5 l, or Mi, Sol, 
Do.) 
Review previous mat erial to check on students. 
New material: 
1. Rhytrnn Sheet No. 4, line s 4 through 6 . 
2 . Count and. clap all rhythms on Sheet No. l and lines 
l t hrough 6 on She et No . 3 . 
3. Beating time in 3/ 4 ano. 4/4 whi l e stepping rhythms 
from sheets i & 3. ( Easier rhyt hms f rom these pages .) 
S3 
-= 
SECOND HALF YEAR 
Rote songs. 
Alt e rnate rote songs anci reading songs, both f i'Om boo k s . 
Use same proc e dure as ist hal f' year . 
( 1) Pupils ::dng Do, then tonic triad of n e v.r song . 
(2) Count anci clap rhytP~ o f song . 
( 3) Beat time and n a:me not e s. 
(4) Beat time and sing . 
Introduce modulation. 
Teacher choos e s a simple song to t.ranspos o , l i ke the 
f ol l o .ving : 
t4 1 B$~13 r,\ \jl~J\llJ \;rtlrJ; [JJJ ~I ~~ ·~~ . 
1 '.) .; 5 4 ~ ;t I H (. 1 <. S </ 4 ~ 'ir 8"_ _ ~ 3 'i 3 -~·-·-··--- 1 . _ 
Point put to t h e chi l d ren t h at we sang a Ti Flat, which 
is not i n the s e ale of Do, in the 3rd measure , and then vie h ad I 
a p aus e on the tone o :L' * a f ollo vving thi s. 
Ho w d id thi s souncl , d i d it sound as thou gh we were sing - 1 
ing i n ano ther sc a l e? What scal e i s Ti Fl a t in? 
Dev e lop the i d ea t hat in measures 3 & 4 we were singing 
in J?a ma j or. Then we 1uent back to Do maj or, the s ame key we 
sta~t ea the son g in~ 
Hav e t hem sing it with numb ers and syl lables:,:. noting 
the Ti Fl a t. 
:Note: Important t h i ng here is to stres s the c hange in the 
11 color 11 o f the song as we sang it . Hav e the c hild ren 
pause at the 4th measure and sing the tonic triad of 
Fa maj or . As l<: them i f they notice tl1is change o f 11color 'j' 
o r sound in the song . 
Explain tha t the musi c mod ul a ted to the key o f Fa in 
measures 3 & 4 . One way to recognize this is by the change 
in the color of the music , o r the a ppearanc e o f a sharp or 
a f l at to tell us we are sing ing the notes of another sc ale 
or key~ 
Transpose with n:umbers and . syllable_s to the keys of 
Fa ma jor ·a."ld Sol major , , using simple tunes o f t h is t ype . 
I f possible .have the child r en \vri te this in a n ew key. 
Here t hey ·go by the numb ers : 
Ex 
- c - 1 5 5 5 4 'Z. 2 1 Do Sol So l Sol t~'a Mi Re Do u 
F 
-
1 5 5 5 4 3 2 1 Fa Do Do Do Ti La Sol F a etc. 
I f progress is good , transpose also to Re and Ti Flat . 
Theory 
Revi ew i s t half years theory. 
Introduce chor~ s o f I, IV , V ru~d their inv ersions in Re and 
Ti l<'lat ma jor • . Same procedure as w1 th others . 
~ 0io 
Re maj or 
- I - 1 3 
Re Fa 
c: \ 
5 
La 
e 
IV 
-
4 
So l 
be 
IV - 4 
Ivli 
e 
\ "to o=t\ e 0 
6 1 v'· - 5 7 2 
Ti Re La DO ,;' ivli 
o to A--- 0 
6 l 
Sol Ti 
v - 5 7 2 
Fa La Do 
Ear-training 
Review all the drills in all the scales to date. 
Teach er sing the triads using j 1loo 11 in all t h e positions, 
in Re and Ti Fla t major anC. .tJ.ave c h ild ren i d entify, with 
numb ers and syllable s. 
Use new drills in all sc a les: 
1 
-
3 
-
5 
-
8 
-
6 - 4 - 2 - 3 --1 
1 
-
3 - 2 1 4 3 5 7 8 
l - 3 - 5 - 8 7 6 4 2 1 
1 
' 
2 
- 4 - 6 - 5 - 3 - 2 - 1 - 8 
._/ 1 
-
2 - 1 - 4 - 1 - 6 - l - 8 
1 3 .... 1 4 3 ' ) - 5 7 - 1 G ..., 
Note: I f difficulty is encountered with the 7 - 1 s k ip, 
· d rill 7 - 8 - 1, then 7 - 1 u n t :l l ac quired.) 
Review previous material from rhythra shee ts. 
Nevr materi al: 
1. Rhythm Sh ee t No. 3, lines 7 & $. 
2. Rhythil Sheet No . 2, lines 1 through 4 . 
(Speci f ic drill on ~ot t ed notes.) 
3 . Cont inue b eating time and stepp i ng rhythms f r om s h eets 
(Sh eets 1 & 3.) 
GR.tillE V 
FIRST HALF YEAR 
Rote songs 
Alternate with re ading songs a s usual, but with more 
time spent on re ading songs learned from books .• 
(1) Sing Do, sing tonic triad of new song. 
(2) Count and clap rhythm of song . 
(3) Beat time and name notes. 
(4) Beat time and sing . (For learning of song only.) 
Continue with a simple song to transpose as in grade IV. 
Have children write it in another key. 
Drill singing numbers ans syllabl es. 
Introduce La major scale (A) 
Same · procedure as with other scal es, by rote first, 
numb ers and syllables, tonic triad . 
~ J tr ! f J t J t J ~ 
La Ti Do;. Re Mi Mi Fa Sol : La 
1 2 3 4 5 5 6 7 8 
Theory 
Introduce 2/4 time, its meaning and hOw to beat. 
- ---f---
11 
=-
\\ 
I "" r-
- (_ 
II 
1. Two beats to a measure, quarte r note gets a beat . 
2 . Make measures o f 2/4 with quarter notes and have 
children clap them. 
3. 
4. 
~ J J \ J J \ J J I J J 1\ 
1 2 1 2 1 2 l _ 2 
Have children make measures of quarter notes in 
2/4 time. 
Drill other rhytl~s in 2/4 time, include rests. 
Ex ample 
Beating 2/4Btime: 
Same procedure as with 3/4 and 4/4. St and in aisles. · 
Down 
1 
Up 
2 
Down 
1 
Up 
2 
After this has been learned have children beat time and 
· step to note drills . 
Example - 2 ~ ~ ~ h ~ 1 \ ~ 4 
Step Step Step Bend Step Bend Rest Step 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
Down Up Dovm Up Down Up Down Up 
Note: Al ways have children start with the arms straight ~· 
i 
I: 
' 
,· 
I 
I 
I 
u -
Ear- training 
Review all previous drill s in all the scales . 
Teacher sing triads and inversions and children identify . 
New drills in all sc ales : 
8 7 6 2 1 
-
3 - 1 
8 
-
6 
-
7 
-
8 - 5 - 3 - 2 - 1 
8 
-
5 
- 3 - 1 - 4 - 2 - 1 
8 
-
6 
-
4 
-
3 
-
2 
-
1 
1 - 3 - 5 - 4 - 6 - 1 - 5 - 7 - 2 - 1 
1 
-
3 - 5 - 7 - 8 - 1 
1 
-
3 - 5 - 7 1 
Rhy t hm I 
Reivew all material us ed to date from Rhythm Sheets . 
New material: 
1. Rhythm She et No . 2 , lines 5 through 8 . 
2 . Rhytbm Sheet No . 3 , lines 9 through 12 . 
3. Rhythm Sheet No. 4, lines 1 t hrough 4 . 
( Cou..n.ting and clapping. ) 
4. Stepping rhythms while beating time. 
~ 
I 
--- -
SECOND HALF YEAR 
Singing 
Spend most o f the time on sight r e ad ing and reading songs 
that have been l earned from books. 
Us e same procedure with songs: 
(1) Students sing pitch of Do, sing tonic and triad 
of new song. 
(2) Count and clap rhythm of song. 
(3) Beat time and. name notes. 
(4) Beat time and sing. 
Continue with a simple song to transpose as in other 
grad es: 
~tj-P J I·'~J IJJ?J;{l~L~ru~ .. lrn~6~Jt§l 
1 l ') .; G. 7 -i 7 (. :S 1/ S" 7 L 11 S • ! · . . 7.. . .J " f. f[ . . .. . I 1-/ ~ i 1 
Have child ren \vrite it in ano ther key. 
vrill singing numbers and syllables . 
Introduce Mi Fla t scale (E~. 
Same procedure a s otfuer scales, rote, nmnbers and 
syllables, tonic triad . 
Mi F a Sol La Ti Ti Do Re lv i 
1 2 3 4 5 5 6 7 8 
Have children make up measures to sing scale in 
3/4, 4/4, and als.o 274. 
--- ---
--
r_'. J 
-=== - ---
I Theory 
i 
II 
Reiview the three time signatures, their neaning, be ating . 
' 
Introduce key signature; 
1. 
2. 
..: e ach the order of the sharp s anc'- tl-:te fl ats , as 
they appear on the staff. 
~~ ' 4t "1f vharps - 1t ·-- -il= ~ 41 
-·. 
F C G D A E B 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Flats 
- ~ I I ~: b 19 k b b -
B E A D G c F 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
-.reach how to find the name of the key with sharps. 
~oint out fact that the last sharp in the key signa-
ture is the 7th degeee of the scale, therefore the 
name of the next line or space above this is the name 
of the key the music is written in. 
7 ~ 7 ~ I I \ 
' 
I ~ if ' ~-1f=il- -6-0 ..ci.xaL'lpl e - ~ 
Key of G major Key of A major 
3. Teach how to find the name of the key with flats; 
.P0±nt out fact that the last flat on the staff is 
the 4th degree of thE;J .scale, therefotrJe we count the 
lines and space do vm to 1 anQ t hat line or space 
is the name of the key the music is written in. 
,, of 0 2. I --~ I f .1'1) I I ; t- I l2 \ ~ample - rr \ b ')( 1 ~ - -- -~\?+-}t9?r---'-x.----
._ j .) cv X 0 
11Key o f .ti' major ~ey of .~:::bmaj or 
-- -=-=--- =-- ___ :_ 
-- ~-=-
Ear-training 
Review all previous drills • 
.urill primary pitch drills in the new scale of .mi Flat major. 
Teacher sing triads and inve r sions on all the scales, 
including ud Flat 1 and have children i dentify. 
New drills: (Do not drill these in IVli Flat at first.) 
1 
-
3 
-
1 
-
5 
-
1 
-
8 
-
1 
1 
-
8 
-
7 
-
8 
-
1 
-
2 
-
1 
8 
-
1 
-
3 
-
1 
-
5 
-
1 
-
8 
1 
-
6 
-
7 
-
8 
-
1 
-
3 
-
2 
-
1 
1 
-
2 
-
4 
-
6 
-
7 
-
8 
Teacher clap a measure of r hytlw and have pupils i dentify 
t h e rhytl~n. Inform them first what time signatur e. ( Rhy t hm 
Sheet can be used by teacher for t his.) 
Example - Teacher clap - 4 4 J > {\ 
Children identify - Quarter, Ei ghth, Ei ghth, Quarter 
and Qu art er Rest. 
Teac her clap - ~ ,, 
•• > .n. 1\ 
Children i dentify - bi ghth, Ei ghth, Qu arter ~est, 
Ei ghth , .t:i ghth. 
(or fwo Ei ghths, etc.) 
Review all mat erial used to date on lihythm Sheets. 
New mater ial: 
1. Rhythm Sheet No. 2, line s 10 through 1 2 . 
2. Continue stepping rhytmns. 
GRADE VI 
FIRST HALF YEAR 
Sing ing 
Sight reading of new songs and review of songs learned 
from books. 
0ontinue transposition work with a simple song. 
Int r oduce i\U ma j or scale ( E ) 
s ~~e procedure as with other scales, by r ote first, 
numbers and syll able s. 
mi F a Sol La Ti Do 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Introduce r e lative minor sc ales 
Re Mi 
7 8 
Explain t hat e ach major scale has a r e lative minor 
xc a le. A relative minor sc ale has t he same key signature, 
~same amount of sharps or flats as the rela tive ma jor sc a le) 
but that the 1st degree o f t h e minor sc ale starts on the 
sixth d egree of its r elative major s cale. Illustrate: 
c major - ~ \ ; j J J J &r ~ .. -( y 
A minor (rel.) - ~ "•, ~t L ~r e \I 
' () QO 
I jl 
----
- -- -
Hav e the children sing the maj or scale and. t h en the 
relative minor scale and note how they sound d iff erentJ!' by il-
lustrating that in the major sc ale when we sang it there was 
a half step the 3rd & 4th degrees and t he 7th ('; 8th also. 
(That is why we sang a J:!' tfin the Sol scale.) This pattern 
makes the s c al e sound right • 
.1.;he relative minor sc.ale has a half step between 2 & 3 
and between 5 & 6. Ill ust rated by pointing to the sc ales on 
the board as they sing them, and make c areful mention of the 
half steps. 
Point out that a song written in a minor key usually 
end s on the sixth d egree o f the ma jor scale . ln other 
word s, if a song has one sharp in the key signature t t:r maj;) 
but i t ends on ~~ it undoubted.ly has been written in .!:!; 
minor. A song written in a minor key usuall y so~u1ds sad. 
Illustrate this by singing a song i n minor or sc ale and noting 
the "sorrowful" effect i t produces. 
Here it might be n ecessary t o mention t hat if a song 
i s written in minor, the last sh arp in the key signature 
~111 then indicate the 2nd degree and the las t flat t he 6th 
degree, and of course that with no sharps or flats woul d be 
La minor. (La would be 1). 
Note: In vi ew of the fact that there is little material for 
t h ese grades written in minor, it should not be 
necessary to go into the harmonic minor and melod ic 
minor sc ales. 
I 
I 
-~--=--
II 
II 
Theorz. 
Introduce 6/8 time: 
1. There are six eighth note per measure . 
2. lVlake measures of 6/8 with eighth notes and. have the 
children clap them. Impress a definite accent on the 
1st and 4th eighth notes. 
3. Establish at this point the fact that we really sing 
'.vith two beats . to the measure when we sing in 6/8. 
~ample - ~ J~ 
1 2 3 
or 1 n d 
1\l 
••• 
4 5 6 
2nd 
1-n 
• •• ,.. 
1 2 3 
1 n d 
~-n 1\ 
4 5 6 
2nd 
Note: Stress the accent on 1 & 4 in 6/8 time, therefore it 
is better to b eat it in a 2 time, or two beats to 
a me asure. We do this also because 6/8 time usuall y 
moves along quite fast and it is easier to beat in 2. 
Beating 6/8 time : 
Child ren standing in the ai s l es , start with arms straight 
up in t he air: 
\_) 
\~J 
-- u 
Down Down Do,m 
1 n d 
=-== --- -
Up 
n 
Up 
d 
_, ....... 
1 \..J 
-- -
-- -
Ear-training 
Review all previous drills • 
.urill primary pitch d rills in new scale of 1•:1i major. 
New drills: {Except Mi major at first.) 
1-3-2-1-5-4-3-1-8 
8-7-6-8-5-4-3-1 
1 - 2 - 1 - 3 - 1 - 4 - 1 - 5 - 1 - 6 - 1 - 7 - 1 - 8 
'l1eacher clap rhyt hms f rom sheets for pupils to inc1entify • 
.tJlytbm 
Review material from shee ts. 
f ew material: 
1. Rhythm Sheet No . 5, lines l through 5. 
-,. -
(J... 
--- ---::;;;._= =--
SECOim liALl<' YEAl1. 
Singing 
Si ght read ing of new songs and r eview of song s l earned 
from books. Introduce new three part songs. 
uontinue transposition work with a simple song. 
Introduce La Flat major scale (A~ 
Same procedure, numbers, ancl syllables. 
La Ti Do 
1 2 3 
Re Mi 
4 5 
r 
Fa Sol La 
6 7 8 
I\ 
Have children sing triads and inversions of all the 
sc ales taken to date, using nmnbers ana syllab~es. 
(As ability incre ases dwell on syllables.) 
Drill triaa s and inversions of La Flat scale. 
Theory 
}};x. -
Teach sixteenth notes. 
1. Sixteenth notes are twice as f ast as eighth notes, 
t wo sixt eenths equal one e i ghth not e . 
2. Th ey look like an eighth note with an extra flag. 
3. Have class count and clap sixt e enth notes: 
4 
4 
•••• 
1:::: f I =t I I I I 
• • • • 
\ I \l 
• ••• 
1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and etc. 
----
---
Jl 
=-#- - -
4. After sixt eenth notes have been learned , drill t h em 
using diff erent comb i nations : 
With eighth notes -
I I I l Ffl 
...... •· 
land land 
V ith dotted v alues -
.I J •' •' 
1 a n d 
J. 1 
1 an d 
H 
•• 
1 and 
n 
. •· 
1 a n d 
,~ lq 
• • • 
1 and 
Drill sixteenth notes by letting t he children make 
up 1 me asure rhythms and count a11.c.t clap them • 
. !•;ar-tra ining 
Review previous mat erial. 
urill primary pitch drill s in n ew sc a le of La Fl at major . 
Te acher sing triads in La Flat and have childr en i dentify . 
New drills : ( Introduce these drills in La Flat onl y after they 
have covered other materi al.) 
1 
-
2 
-
1 
-
3 
-
1 
-
4 
-
1 
-
5 
-
1 
-
6 
-
1 
-
7 
-
1 
-
8 
1 
-
2 
-
3 
-
4 
-
2 
-
7 
-
8 
8 
-
1 
-
7 
-
1 
-
6 
-
1 
-
5 
-
1 
-
4 
-
1 
-
3 
-
1 
- 2 - l. 
8 
-
6 
-
4 
-
3 
-
5 
-
7 
-
8 - 1 - 8 
1 
-
3 - 4 - 6 - 5 - 7 - 8 
8 - 6 - 4 - 2 - 3 - 5 - 4 - 6 - 5 - 8 
'J..'eache r clap r hytbms and childr en i d entify . 
Rhythm 
Review any material used in sheets to d ate. 
New drills: 
Rhythm Sheet No. 4, lines 5 through 10. 
rthytbm Sheet No. 5, lin.es 6 t h rough 9. 
. I, 
'I 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION 
The writer, in_ setting up this study Guide, has attempted 
to allow for some degree of originality on the part of t he 
person using the material. The classroom teacher or supervisor, 
who is in constant contact with his or her classes, is fully 
aware of the aptitude, habits, and learning ability of the stu-
dents in that particular class. Therefore, he or she should be 
able to present the material in a way which will produce the 
best results for that group of children. 
The entire set of r hythm sheets has been included in t he 
appendix to equip the teacher with additional material if need-
ed. This can be of use in allowing for individual differ ences. 
If a student is quick to grasp the material in the Study Guide, 
utilize material in the rhythm sheets that has not been used 
in the Study Guide. 
The rhythm sheets used in this study (appendix) are to 
appear presently in a book by Miss Minna Franziska Holl, and 
have been included in the thesis with the permission of Miss 
Hol1. 
It .is the writers opinion that t ]).e use of ".fixed do ~.1 in 
the music r eading curriculum will have a tendency to produce 
better results in the secondary levels and beyond, both in the 
instrumental and vocal field. For those students who make music 
a career, the writer feels that this type of study will equip 
r 1 ._,. 
{0 
these people with a better foundation for advanced study, and 
in general, provide for better listening. 
The writer feels that by making use of the performance 
area and the rhythmic responses, he has a pproached two areas 
of musical experience which can be utilized by practically 
all of the children in the majority of schools, no matter 
what equipment is available. 
It is the '\"lri ters desire to some day carry on a controlled 1 
experiment comparing the results of the 11 fixed do" and the 
"movable do" systems in _public school music • .J:!;.ach of us un-
doubtedly has a method of<' taachirig J.ri . which we ·:·believe • ., this 
is common to all teachers, whatever the field may be. At the 
same time we constantly s.trive to uncover better methods or 
improve old ones, through research, experience, etc., to offer 
better systems for learning those things which we consider to 
be of value to the youth of the nation. 
We in the field of music education, feel very strongly 
that music is as valuable to the children as any other subject. 
in the curriculum, in the building of an educational program 
which will suit the needs of these youth. In speaking of the 
ten common and essential needs that all youth have in a ~e~ 
ocratic society, Alexander and Saylor state: 
"All youth need opportunities ' to 
develop their capacities to appreciate ~ 
beauty, in literature, art, music, 
and nature. " !/ 
!/••• Alexander & Saylor, Secondary Education, 
Rhinehart & Go., New York, 1950, p. 108. 
Thus we are also interested in improving our methods, 
and one way to do this is to experiment with what we have. 
A controlled experiment of this type could be run for a 
period of six years or longer, in which two groups of children 
would be used. All variables would have to be lteld constant 
and a reliable and valid testing instrument administered to 
the groups at the end of the.:,experiment, or perhaps at inter-
vals from beginning to enu. 
Tne resul~s would be tabulated and upon correlation of 
the results, the advantages and disadvantages of each system 
, should in all probability offer the criteria for an improved 
method of teaching. 
I : ""( 
! ' 
APPEUDIX 
EXHIBIT A 
=--
Reslli~e o f a r epert of a study of the relative 
merits of 
FIXED DO AND MOVEABLE DO I N MUSIC- READ ING BY SCHOOL vHILDnEN 
c on ducted in t h e Public Schools of Manchester, Mass. during t h e 
school y e ar 1919-1920 by the teach ing staff under the direct-
ion of Francis Find lay, Supervisor of Music at Manchester, Ma ss . 
Having g r e a t f aith in the p rincij)le of fixed Do for Music 
r ead ing purposes, but having b een told by many experienced 
music t eachers t h at it would not work with child ren, t he 
s up e r viso r wa s eage r to d etermine b y experiment whether or not 
his faith was justifieu . Accord ingly he discussed the matter 
v:Ji th Mr Niackin , Superint endent of Schools, who gave permiss-
ion to unde rtake to stud y in the r egular classes of the Man-
che ster Public Schools. 
Follo·wing brief conferences with seve ral t eac h ers, t h e 
sup e r v isor, ear l y in October , b egan t e st o f t he fixed ~ 
principle in t h elower g r ades wi t h encouraging r esu l ts. Simi-
li a r t est we r e t h en tried in the upper grades wher e, becaus e 
of long e r association wi t h moveable Do, greater difficulties 
mi ght reasonably be expect ed in chang ing to Do. To the sur-
pris e o f the t e aching staff, thes e diff icultie s did not mater-
ialize. As a cons equenc e , all use of syll able s was changed 
to the fixed ££ basis and the work in all g r au es proc eeding 
smoothly by the b eginnin g of Nov ember. 'l'he entire school 
sys t em through the eigh t h grade(two class e s, Gr.I; one, Gr. 
I I ; one, Gr. III; t wo, Gr. IV; one, Gr. V; one, Gr. VI; one, 
, 0 
-- =---J_ 
I 
Gr. VII; one, Gr. Vlii) was kept on fixed Do until early April, 
at which time the supervisor received a call to ent er the l1 
s ervice of the boston Public Schools. To preclude difficulties'! 
for his succ essor, who might reasonably be expec ted to be more jl 
.
1 
at home with moveable Do, the supervisor initiated the treJJ.§.:: 
fer back to this latter practice, Little difficulty was en-
countered in making the change back t o the move able Q£ i dea, 
again to the surpris e of all concerned. There was, howeYer, 
some conf usion between t he two usages fot a time. This con-
fusion was reported by the n ew s~pervisor as being l argely 
' eliminated by tne end of the succ eeding s chool year i.e. 1920-
1921. 
Some :B:ssentials in the Procedure Us ed 
During the five month period when the fixed ~ was in 
us e , the customary devices f or ear training bas ed upon the 
concept o1' tomality were utilized quite as formerly, using 
., nunibers inste ad of movable syllab_._es . J.hus i-3-5 s c: rved ior 
, t.He t.Ouic -craid instead of do-mi- sol in lua j or, or l a-clo-mi in 
minor, and similarly for other groups wheneve r it became ne-
1 c es s ary to isolate given tone-group :: f or aural or visual 
1 analysi s . 
·: · . ~: Greater emphasis was placed upon the concept of fixed 
pitch than is comrnon pratice, sinc e the syl l ables were used 
only to refer to f ixed pitch. Thus, r efer ence might be made 
to 1-3- 5 in thekey of Fa or fa-la-do and similarly in other 
keys. This emphasis waS' more or less automatic throughout 
'• 
r ,-(.) LJ 
all grades excep t the first, bec ause of the abs ence o f formal 
ear training in this grade. Additional effort was mad e how-
ever, to encourage the development of the 11 abs olute pitch 11 
s ense. The child r en, even i n the primary grade s, were encour-
aged to start familiar songs a t t he righ t pitch, to b e cor-
r e cted or confirmed by the teacher's use of the pitch pipe. 
After such correction or confirmation , and occ as ionally also 
sining, with t ixed syllables, the scale or tonic traid , some 
such observ a t ion as '' This song is Mi ( or ~,, etc.) 11 vvould 
be made . Each teach er also made a point · o f sound ing 1§._ in 
each room a few time s every day, the la b eing "a" 440 c.p.s., 
having f irst asked volunt e ers to at tempt t o s ing it. The 
s upervi sor, in his weekly visits, customarily checked the 
la in each room, finding ev en in the early stages of t he ex-
pe r iment; tha t someone in each room could usually b e depend-
ed u pon to come reasonably near the righ t pitch and , as t h e 
experimr::nt p ro ce ded, a s a tisfactory increas e in both t he 
nu.-rnb e r of children abl e to do ~:: so and the accuracy with which 
they gave the pitch. Incidentally , as f acility in the use 
of f ixed syllables increas ed , as acc elerated d evelopment i n 
the facility o f response t o these fixed pitc h tests was ob-
served. 
In the early st ages o f music-reading , gre ater emphasis 
was plac ed upon tonality r e lationship s, ut i lizing numbers 
for definiteness. As the tonality r Elationships, bec ame bet-
ter e stablished more emphasis was plac ed upon f ixed pitch, 
I . · 
d.J.. 
until ab out e qual importance could be attrached to each. If 
necessary the class sang with just the thought o f l-3-5, but 
i f possible, l-3-5 in Fa or fa-la-do as l-3-5 for exampl e . 
Whenever n e c e s sary the key •feeling was establ ished by singing 
the scale o r tonic- -· ·tra.:id , be fore r eading a new song. 'l1his · 
was found d e s ;trable iii all g rade s at first, but was large ly 
di spens ed wi t h in the later stage s of the experiment, espec -
ially in the upper grades. 
In the primary grades, for r eading purposes, the teacher 
at f irst announced the key, e.g., nour new song is in Mi. 
Later the thrid grade l earn ed. that the last sharp o f the s .ig-
nature located 7 ~ or the last flat 4 , and that without sharps 
or flats Do was 1 , which practice was fol lowed in all higheer 
grades. The occasional slip in naming the tonic in "F lat 
k e ys" , e. g . in the key Of Mi f lat was corrected by reference 
to the fl at in the signature on the upp e r Mi d e gree. In 
the fourth grade and higher, the pupils we re led to observe 
not only t he numb er of essential chr omatic alterations, but 
the r e n ames. Thus the key signatur e b e came not only a g ive n 
number o f sharp s or f lats or t he abence ther eof, but the 
s pec ific a lterations as well, e. g ., 11 Four sharps, Fa-Do-
Sol-Re '1 or rrThree flats, Si-Mi-La 11 • In t h e fifth g rade a nd 
higher, the children wer E soon able to name accu1 ... ately the 
members o f all frequently occuring scales as a r esult of 
this .sort of study incident a l to the r eading work , e.g., in 
Mi ma jor: Mi-Fa sha rp-Sol sharp-La-Si-Do shar p-Re sharp- I,a . 
The structure of the major sc ale was analyzed with ease at 
this point, clearing up the fuction of essential sharps and 
flats., 
Making clear the me aning of such accidentils as occurred 
was made easier b ,y- having both Pe l a tive and fixed t erms. for 
reference. Considerable verb al dictation was given i n these 
grades, the te acher sometime s using numbers, sometime s 
syllables. The response, especially in the fifth grade and 
higher, indicated that the ordinary child can readily develop 
a much greater fluency thinking musical relations that is 
commonly the case. Much of this apparent gain no doubt came 
from constant interchange of symbols for fixed and relative 
pitch with attention to building up a grasp of the relations 
between the two concepts. 
Incidenta~ly, the books in use during the experiment 
offered no sudies in the minor mode until the sixth grade. 
At this point it was necessary for the pupils to observe 
that the last sharp in the key signature could also indicate 
2, or the last flat 6, and that with no sharps or flats La 
would be 1, in minor mode. Comparisons were also made between 
relative Major and minor, and between tonic Major and minor 
keys, and scale structure in both modes was analyzed aurally 
and rationally. Little difficulty was experienced, possibly 
bec ause t he children had become quite well adjusted to the 
system before the minor mode studies were encountered. In 
a short time the pupils were able to show an understanding 
of ·,,the minor mode comparabl e .to-Gthat which they had. develop-
ed in Niaj or, being able to r eadily t he degrees of' recurrent 
keys w1 th ':· facili ty, and. to take verbal dication in terms 
of either numbers or syllables. 
At conclusion of the experiment a c areful check re-
v eal ed no losses and considerable gains, and more apparent 
of which are listed below. 
1. Greater f luency in reading, especially in the higher 
gr ades as comp ared with the preceeding ye ar. Individual tests 
using t he Weaver sight-singing "sli ps n were conducted late in 
1Y1 a rch and results compared with those of the preceedimg 
year \May). 
2. Better general intonat i on, t he constant us e of fixed 
pitch names seemingly tending to 11peg t h e pitch·' and ke ep 
it from slipping. 
3. Ability on the part of someone in the class to start 
a song on the right pitch almost invariably. In most cl a s se s 
about half could do this in the sixth grade (with a v e ry 
st rong teacher ) about 76% (29 of 38 pupils ) . 
4. Ability to s ing La at ?Jill and with reasonab le 
accuracy on the ;.Jpa:bt of 44;:6 (24 of 54 pupils) of Gr. I; 54% 
(21 or 39 pupils) o~ Gr. II; 49% (20 of 41 pupils) of Gr. 
III; 62% (32 o f 52 pupils). o~ Gr. IV; 58% ( 24 of 41 pupils) 
of Gr. V; 74% (28 of 38 pupils)of Gr.VI; 61% (22 of 36 pupils) 
of Gr. VII;. 46 (18 of 37 pupils) of Gr. VIII. 
5. Marked prop€msi ty on the part o f many pupils of 
O 't 
Grades V, VI, VII and to a lesser extent, VIII ( which 
grad e s qccupied a floor having a great open hall with a 
piano) to pick out tune s on the piano, sometimes from a 
song book . 
6. v omment from local music teachers indic a ting 
recognition in their pupils o f increased lmowledg e appli-
cable to instrumental music study . 
7. A more s erious attitud e toward music among pupils 
of the u pper four grades, 
8. Some evidence of accelerated g rowth of musician-
ahip by player in the school orches tra. 
9. Comment from orchestra lead er (t eacher of Gr. VIII) 
in~ic ating that players more readily g rasped h er explanat i ons 
(usually involving fixed p itch ref : rence which she mad e 
in syl l ables after the experiment was well unde r way.) 
10. In creas ed r e aci ing ability of players in the orchestra . 
11. Comment from class-room tea c.l:1ers indicating their 
ovm clearer understanding of musical structure and notat ion. 
Conclusions 
1. That Fix~d Do is entirely feasible for school music 
re ading us e . 
2 . That it tend s to increase fluency. 
3 . That it tends to improve intonation. 
4. That it tends to develop the sense of "absolute 
pitch" 
5. 'rhat it tends to encourage a more workmanlike 
at t itud e , especially at higher l evels. 
6. That it tends to carry over into instrumental 
study to a greater extent than movable Do. 
7. 'l'he chief obstacle to its adopt i on is the lack 
of familiarity with this i ue a runong school 
teachers who generally carry on the bulk of 
music teaching, but that this obstacle is easily 
overcome in systems having weekly visits of 
a supervisor, as in this case. 
Note: The inc re asing use of letters in music r ead ing 
is an indication of a trend in the direction o f Fixed Do. 
In fact the essential f eature o f .t•'ixed Do is t.he . use of 
fixed pitcn symbols as means for thinking pitch relations. 
The function of A-B-C-D-E-F-G as pitch synbilils is precisely 
that of La-Si-Do-Re-:-Mi-Fa-Sol. It is reasonable to suppose 
that similar results can be obtained with either. .Lhe 
syllables offer certain obvious advantages for singing and 
rhythmic speech, while may justify their adoption in the 
interest of euphony and clarity of definition, e. g ., 
compare , speaking rapidly, E-F- A with Mi-Fa-La. 
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